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Spraying your fields cannot wait for perfect weather and we are aware that the window for applying pesticides or 
fertilizers is very limited. That’s why we have developed a track system that lets you follow your own pace and 
schedule for spraying, despite difficult soil conditions.

Our track systems for self-propelled sprayers are the optimal solution for providing traction and flotation when 
weather conditions make the soil soft and unable to bear the load. No matter how much rain has soaked your fields, 
the S-TECH 7016 will help you get the job done when you really need it.

Soucy presents the exclusive S-TECH 7016

SPRAY WHEN IT NEEDS IT, REGARDLESS OF 
SOIL CONDITIONS
We know that it is essential for you to get 
in the field at the right time to apply 
fertilizer and pesticides on your crops. 
Soucy TM provides all the traction and 
flotation necessary so you can work 
when it’s convenient for you, without 
getting bogged down. The S-TECH 7016 
sprayer track system is the most sensible 
choice on the market, since it gives you 
full control over your schedule. Don’t let 
soil conditions dictate when your crop 
needs to be sprayed !

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF HIGH STABILITY FOR A JOB WELL DONE
Our track systems provide high stability for sprayers by reducing soil penetration and 
eliminating tire rebound. With this stability, the booms can be lowered closer to crops 
without difficulty, providing better spray coverage and less drift, allowing optimal 
effectiveness of pesticides and fertilizers.

S-TECH 7016

Tires



GAINING INCREASED RANGE
Since our track systems have a greater 
soil contact area, you can greatly 
increase productivity by maximizing tank 
volume, even when soil conditions are 
difficult. This way, you will eliminate 
unnecessary trips off the field and back 
again, saving time.

LIMIT WASTED TIME
Soucy TM are designed to maximize your productivity by making installation easy and 
reducing maintenance time. The S-TECH 7016 track systems are easy to install and 
equipped with a system of permanent installation that do not need to be removed 
once installed. Making switching between tires and tracks is easier and faster. The 
S-TECH 7016 needs little maintenance and does not require any modification of your 
self-propelled sprayer.

SPECIFICATIONS

Soucy presents the exclusive S-TECH 7016

MAXIMIZE YOUR HARVESTS
The S-TECH 7016 maximizes the benefits 
of spraying with exemplary application 
accuracy. At only 16 inches wide, the 
tracks can travel in the most common 
row spacings, causing less damage to 
crops than flotation tires. The area of 
compacted soil is also greatly reduced 
compared to twin tires.

GROUND CONTACT AREA
(PER TRACK)
S-TECH 7016 : 1,150 in2 (0.742 m2)
TIRE 380 : 267 in2 (0.172 m2)
AVERAGE GROUND PRESSURE
(PPER TRACK)
S-TECH 7016 : 10 psi
TIRE 380 : 37.5 psi

Important note: When there is an emergency, the S-TECH 7016 tracks enable you to do 
the work regardless of soil conditions. However, its use increase rolling resistance and 
consequently the load on the hydrostatic system. Since the S-TECH 7016 needs no sprayer 
adjustment and respects the mechanical integrity of the latter, you will easily be able to go 
back to tires when needed.

We have recognized your needs and pushed the limits of technology to create 
the perfect track system to maximize your productivity.



www.soucy-track.com

TOLL-FREE (CANADA / UNITED STATES) 
1 877 474-6665
OTHER COUNTRIES
1 819 474-6665
INTERNATIONAL
1 800 9118-7225

EMAIL
soucy.track@soucy-group.com

www.soucy-group.com

A global sales network,
to serve you better.
We make it a priority to develop 
a network of trusted dealers and 
distributors to provide quick, efficient 
service to as many farmers as possible 
throughout the world.

For details on all our points of sale or for 
additional information, visit our website at 
www.soucy-track.com

The Soucy Group

Our promises

SoucyTM products are designed by the Soucy Group, a manufacturing company founded in 1967 
that specializes primarily in the design of components, accessories and track systems for the 
agricultural, industrial, military and powersports vehicle markets.

The Soucy Group works every day with the world’s largest vehicle manufacturers to develop 
innovative concepts. With its 11 subsidiaries and 1,500 employees, the Soucy Group can act 
as one-stop supplier for all the projects it undertakes, making it a strategic partner for original 
equipment manufacturers.

The purpose of everything we do every day is to fulfill these three promises:

PERFORMANCE
Our products are the most efficient and
raise the standards of the industry.

TRUSTED PARTNER
The customer is our priority and we are committed
to give him first-class support, after-sale service and training.

PEACE OF MIND
From design to manufacturing, every steps are thoroughly
studied in order to eliminate farmers’ downtime.
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OUR SUBSIDIARIES

Parts, clothing and 
accessories distribution
Kimpex Inc.
Rubber moulding
Shanghaï Soucy Rubber

Procurement, quality assurance
Soucy China
Design, engineering, 
development, painting, 
finishing, assembly
Soucy International Inc.
Track systems, parts and accessories division

Sewn and upholstered products, 
moulded polyurethane parts
Soucy Koutou Inc.
UHMW-PE plastic parts
Soucy Plastiques Inc.

Rubber compound
Soucy Techno Inc.

Rubber track
Soucy International Inc.
Rubber tracks division

Metal castings
Soucy Belgen Inc.
Rubber gluing
Soucy Baron Inc.

Machining
Soucy Rivalair Inc.


